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Abstract. The paper uses results from original experiments on fatiguing isometric exercise in humans, as an illustrative background for an insight into the different mechanisms involved in fulfilling the motor task with a minimal cost.
The paper also aims to estimate to what extent SEMG can be used to explore  the sensorimotor interactions in exhausting isometric exercise, perhaps not at an individual neuronal level, but on a larger scale, which allows trends to be traced in the motor behavior in the context of the developing fatigue.


1.   Introduction

During the voluntary contraction of a muscle, two mechanisms work together to produce force: the firing frequency, and the recruitment of the motor units. Increasing the firing frequency, or the number of recruited motor units, contributes to increasing the force. It has been reported that during sustained isotonic isometric contractions the firing rate of the motor units decreases as a function of time [2]. 
The following shows to what extent the fatigue can be explained from information provided by the SEMG.


2.   Materials and methods 

Motivated subjects participated, each group aged between 22 and 40. A pair of  Ag/AgCl, 15 mm diameter surface EMG disk electrodes, …
a second similar pair of electrodes were placed on the Brachioradialis muscle of  the same arm, under the same technical conditions. 
The power density spectra were computed via zero padding to 1024 point FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) for each data buffer, to allow the interpolation for a finer frequency resolution.

2.1 The parameters

PSD: The PSD of a stationary random process xn is estimated via the discrete-time Fourier transform:
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where FFT is the Fourier transform of the specific sequence. 
MF: MF is the frequency, which separates the power spectrum into two equal surface regions, and has been proved as a reliable estimator of the muscle fatigue [11,12,13].


3.   Results and discussion

Within the functional frame that we have described for a sustained isometric exercise we distinguish between a macro and a micro behavior. 
This shows a progressive recruitment of new motor units (increased activation) in the both muscles (Figures 1,2), which is better shown in the PSD of the mechanical vibrations of the wrist, proving also an increased activity in the higher frequency domain.















 Figure 1. The evolution of the PSD EMG with time, on contour plot, for    the Brac hioradialis muscle, together with the evolution of the resultant force at the wrist, RMS and MF of the EMG. 

All these are the proof of the dominant role of the central intervention in the optimization of the system.


4.   Conclusion

The above results show that the SEMG can be used to explore the sensorimotor interactions 
…
The technique also helps in understanding the interaction between muscles, or groups of muscles and the inner activation mechanisms during sustained exercise.
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